
Message Notes 
Wish You Were Here Part 4: Where Nothing’s Missing 
1 John 4:10,16-19 
 

® a series on 1 John 
® some people have Chuck, but for the rest of us… 
 
#1  Wish you were free from fear. 
 
® understand perfect love to understand fear - vs. 10-16 
® perfect = complete, whole - vs. 17 
® fear corrupts love - vs. 18 
 
 
#2  Fear challenges the idea that God is perfect when your life 

isn’t. 
 
® perfect love the defied fear - vs. 19 

 
#3  Whatever you’re missing is right [HERE]. 

 
® making fear a cue 

Growth Groups. Growth Groups are a core ministry at Beth-
lehem. The message notes and questions on the back are 
used as the basis for our Group discussions. 

Group Questions 
Wish You Were Here Part 4: Where Nothing’s Missing 
1 John 4:10,16-19 
 

1. Talk about a time when you were physically impacted by fear, or as the saying goes, “paralyzed by fear.” What happened? 
 
2. If you had to make a list of things you’re afraid of, what kinds of things would be on that list? What are the top fear-causers for our community or our nation at large? (These answers will be important for number 3.) 
 
3. Fear happens when something is missing, and that “something” is most often certainty or knowledge. For each thing you thought of in number 2, identify the thing that’s missing. 
 
4. Because of Jesus, you don’t need to be afraid, even when there’s something to be afraid of. Apply that statement to some real-life fears. 
  
5. What are some warning signs that someone is being controlled by fear?  
 Do you think it’s rarely a spiritual issue? Sometimes a spiritual issue? Always a spiritual issue? Explain.  
 
6. Fear takes a grip when trust starts to slip. What are some prac-tical ways to increase your trust in God when you begin to no-tice you’re being controlled by fear?  
 
7. Read Matthew 6:25-34. What direction does go when he gives guidance to those who are paralyzed with fear? Which part of Jesus’ teaching is most missing from your life? 


